Seth Agro Industries

https://www.indiamart.com/sethagroindustries/

Central India's leading & one of the well renowned & Manufacturer and Supplier of complete range of Agri. Equipment. These products are designed as per the latest technological advancements using best-in-class components and material.
**About Us**

Incepted in the year 2012, we, “Seth Agro Industries”, are counted amongst the recognized manufacturer, trader, exporter and supplier of a wide range of Agricultural Equipment. These products are designed and developed by our skilled technocrats in compliance with international quality standards. Further, the factor inputs we utilize to design these products are sourced from reliable vendors of the market. Our offered gamut is available in various technical and physical specifications in order to meet the wide needs of clients. Our Agricultural Equipment are appreciated for their optimum performance, durability, easy operability, silent operation, advanced technology, less maintenance, sturdy construction and longer functional life. These are extensively demanded in the market. Besides, these products are available at most affordable rates to our clients.

Based in Indore (Madhya Pradesh, India), we have developed a state-of-the art manufacturing unit that is spread over a large area. The unit is well-equipped with cutting edge machines and tools that help us in fabricating these products in observance with international quality standards. The installed machines and equipment are regularly upgraded in accordance with latest market developments. To ensure smooth operations and high production, we have segregated our unit into various departments like manufacturing, quality, warehousing, R & D and...

**For more information, please visit**

https://www.indiamart.com/sethagroindustries/profile.html
SETH SEEDER

Our Products

Ridge Furrow Method Seed-Drill

Multicrop & Maize Planter

Multicrop Garlic Planter

Multicrop Garlic Planter
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Multicrop Seed Drill (Malwa Model)
- Multicrop Thresher
- Hal/Chisel Cultivator
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CONTACT US

Seth Agro Industries
Contact Person: Varun Seth

F-79, First Floor
Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh, India
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